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Abstract. The aim of this study is to provide an understanding of interconnec-
tedness between human, sacred and the attachment to sacred spaces. Further 
aim is to elevate the new architectural and interior design value. The method of 
this study includes the interview and case study from spiritual practitioner. The 
results from this study conclude several finding in the followings. First, the in-
teractive media between human and the sacred usually includes some aspects 
such as the time, the behaviors, spaces, and the sacred objects. Second, the sa-
cred behaviors include pray, meditation, rite, citing and educational course. 
They prayed to the gods, and meditated with their inner spirits. Third, sacred 
objects, symbolized the protection, power and the sacred. They are comprised 
with god sculptures, god pictures, Buddha bead, the sutra, the sacred pictures 
from the video, sacred incense and sacred light with sacred words. Forth, sacred 
communications from the small group of spiritual practitioners become very 
significant ways to sense the sacred. Fifth, they communicated each other any-
time with computer website. Computer screen could present many changeable 
sacred images. The “Three Pins Group” for spiritual practice is an active group 
to enhance their spirits. 
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1 Introduction 

According to the high transitionary life, we usually feel the secular pressures in daily 
life. How to balance human’s body and spirit becomes the significant issue. To sense 
the sacred can promote the spirit and feel their rebirth. 

However, as society has diversified, spirituality has gradually turned from orga-
nized religion to personal spiritual life [1]. Creating sacred space in daily life is there-
fore an important topic and need.   

1.1 Purpose 

The aim of this study is to provide an understanding of interconnectedness between 
human, sacred and the attachment to sacred spaces. Further aim is to elevate the new 
architectural and interior design value. 
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1.2 Method 

The method of this study includes the interview and case study from spiritual practi-
tioner. The study selected one group of modern spiritual seeker with 3 spiritual practi-
tioners’ house in Taiwan. The interviews were followed with case studies (Ye house, 
Chen house and Ho house).  

2 Literature Review 

2.1 The Content of Sacred Space 

As Eliade (1987: 11-12) stated: “Man becomes aware of the sacred because it  
manifests itself, shows itself, we have proposed the term hierophany,…the sacred is 
equivalent to a power, … to reality. Sacred power means reality and at the same time 
enduringness and efficacity [2]. The sacred space provides two main functions: a 
place for spiritual enlightenment [3], and a symbolic location for family and group 
culture. The home is an important source of sacred space, since it provides a place for 
worshipping deity, ancestors, and other sacred beings [4]. Ritual atmospheres are 
often distinct from everyday spiritual space experiences, particularly in seasonal ri-
tuals, living ceremonies, or special celebrations [5]. Ritual purification symbolizes the 
“rebirth” of minds, allowing the spirits to return to their original states [2]. The com-
plex rituals performed by Daoism priests in Taiwan involve ritual spaces modeled on 
sacred fields, symbolizing the arrival of numerous saints [6]. Eliade asserted that 
(1987: 20): “There is then, a sacred space, and hence a strong, significant space; 
…that is sacred the only real and really existing space and… For religious man, space 
is not homogeneous; he experiences interruptions, breaks in it. Sacred space refers to 
the “being space” formed by sacred beings [7]. Lin (2003: 44) noted that, “Deities are 
gods, primordial spirits are gods; the Han refer to the hearts and souls of people as 
primordial spirits [8].” The divinity and holiness of the sacred are interlinked; holi-
ness is the nature of deity [9]. Li: “According to the sacred/profane dichotomy pro-
vided by M. Eliade, society is composed of the sacred and profane worlds. In other 
words, there is a clear division between the times and spaces of the “extraordinary” 
sacred and the “ordinary” profane.” [10] 

3 Results and Discussion 

According to 3 case studies and several interviews, the important results and discus-
sion would be listed below. Their concepts were focused on different sacred activities 
in daily life.  

3.1 The Idea of “Three Pines Group” 

The main idea of “Three Pins Group” modern spiritual practitioners (TPMSP) is to 
pursue the perfect life and the balance of body, mind and spirit. Jen-Mine Ye is the 
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teacher of the small group (Three Pines Group). In ten years, the members are over 
40members. The ways of their spiritual practices are combined to some Taiwanese 
traditional religions and create the new approach (Fig. 1 ). 

 

Fig. 1. “Three Pines Group” at Youth Park 

3.2 The Sacred Activities of “Three Pines Group” (TPG) 

Table 1. The activities of  “Three Pines Group” modern spiritual practitioners (TPMSP) 

Time 
Activity 

personal Group practice 
Weekday Fri. Sat .& Sun. 

Pray Private home  Youth Park 
Chi Private home  Youth Park 
Citing Private home Ye house (teacher)  
meditation Private home Ye house Youth Park 
Sutra education Private home Ye house Youth Park 
Communication  
on web 

Private home   

Rite on festivals Daily rite was held
in private home 

Important festivals were 
held in Ye house and 
Chen house 

Chen house 

The ways of their spiritual practices for TPG include 2stages. The sacred activities of 
TPG practice with some contents (Table 1.) in daily life. The first stage is to enforce 
Chi either at home or at Youth Park. To practice Chi is related to breathe. In order to 
get the fresh air, it is better to practice outside. The second stage is to modify and 
enlighten the spirituality. In this stage, the sacred activities include meditation, citing 
the sutra education, the rites on special festivals and communication on the website. 
Meditation would be done personally at private home (Fig. 2) during the weekday, 
and also become one of group practice during the rite. In order to meditate with safe 
feeling, teacher Ye like to site in the front of wall or the altar.  
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Fig. 2. Meditation in front of altar 

Citing the sutra is held at Ye house on Friday night (Fig. 3). The sutra education 
course is held at Youth Park on Saturday and Sunday. It’s one way to reflect the re-
cent problem. It could be promoted through the teaching by teacher (Ye) and the other 
members’ communication. 

 

Fig. 3. Citing sutra on Friday night 

By using the computer system, there are two types of interactions. One is to open 
to the public on website with some common information about the spiritual practice. 
The other type is only connected among the members of TPG. They try to keep some 
privacy for encouraging some personal inner spiritual world. The rites of important 
festivals usually were held in Ye house. Due to the member of participants partici-
pated to the rite in July (Chinese calendar).  So there were two main altars in the 
altar room (Fig. 4-5), and the temperate altar is with simple offerings in the living 
room. Incense pot is situated at the middle of the altar. The temperate altar presented 
the changeable Buddha pictures and ancestors’ lists on the wall in the video. Three  
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members could communicate with the gods, and performed one by one. When sitting 
on the floor, pray, meditation and citing the sutra were usually combined together. 
Sometimes, the sound of sacred instruments was followed with citing the sutra. 

 

Fig. 4. Temperate altar- simple offerings 

 

Fig. 5. Some members could communicate with the god 

3.3 The Interviews (Table 2.) 

According to the interviews, some member of TPG agreed that “Through the practice 
could promote my own spirit, balance the body, mind and spirit”. Good feelings “I 
felt the energy and power”. “I also felt peaceful, stable, relax, pleasure and real”. The 
other feeling about is to “connect to the universe”. The sacred space of the atmos-
phere of the altar is “sublime”. One of three houses with small garden was full of 
fresh and pure atmosphere. It’s better to citing the sutra in the interior. 
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Table 2. The content of the interviews 

 
Content and cultural identity 

motivation &  
Concept  

 promote the spirit  
 find back the original Buddhahood 
 balance the body , mind and spirit 

Sacred behavior Meditation / citing / pray / sutra education /  
communication on web dedication/ chant incantations 

Feeling  feel the energy and power 
 peace / stable / relax / pleasure /real 
 connect to the universe 

Sacred space  altar-sublime atmosphere 
 garden and park-natural and pure atmosphere 
 citing in the interior 

3.4 Spatial Comparisons of Case Studies (Table 3.) 

Three case studies in different locations of Taipei have their own unique spatial cha-
racteristics. Ye house is with sublime atmosphere, human scale and good view to 
Youth Park, maintain and river. The altar is situated in the center of book shelf along 
the wall. The symbolic god sculpture and pictures become the obvious focal point in 
the upper level (Fig. 6).  
 

 

Fig. 6. Sacred altar- god sculpture and changeable picture  

Chen house is with some artistic feeling. The altar is designed by the owner. The 
lighting is modern and fashion. Ho house is situated at roof floor with garden. The 
atmosphere is natural and quiet. Due to the tiny scale, sacred space is not clear. Even 
though case study has diverse space, they have common cultural identities including 
the incense, god pictures and god symbols.  
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Table 3. Comparisons with three Case Studies 

 
Spatial 

Ye house (12F) Chen (11F) Ho (4F) 
(Roof garden) 

Atmosphere 
 Sublime 
 Human scale 
 Good view 

 Artistic 
feeling 

 Nature 
 Quiet 
 Sunlight 

Territory& de-
fine 

 Single room with 
wooden floor 

 Defined by flexible 
Japanese paper door   

 Half of 
living 
room 

 Defined by 
furniture 

 Part of 
living 
room 

 Defined by 
closet and 
desk 

Centrality & 
focus 

 Focal point in the 
center of book shelf  

 Weak 
focus 

 Sitting area 
is close to 
the altar 

 Scale is 
small 

 Focus is 
not clear 

Elements  Natural light 
 Water and tea 
 Symbols-incense/god 

sculpture and pic-
tures/sutra/Buddha 
bead  

 Water and 
tea 

 Sacred 
light de-
signed by 
owner 

 incense 

 crystal 
 Incense 
 Tiny god 

sculpture 
 

4 Conclusion 

Base on the previous research, this study conclude several finding in the followings. 
First, the interactive media between human and the sacred usually includes some as-
pects such as the time, the behaviors, spaces, and the sacred objects. Second, new 
ways of thinking everyday spiritual practice are different from Taiwanese traditional 
religion. There are more flexible, simple and diverse. Third, in addition to the festiv-
als, the selections of the sacred time, is adapted to individual convenience and group’s 
common gathering. Forth, the sacred behaviors include pray, meditation, rite, citing 
and educational course. They prayed to the gods, and meditated with their inner spi-
rits. They also are citing together on Friday night, participates the educational and 
communicated course on weekend, and hold the rites during the traditional festivals. 
Fifth, sacred spaces include their own houses and outdoor park. The altar, the main 
sacred space at home, usually put in the middle of the book shelf in the altar room. 
There are some sacred objects arranged to the different levels in the book shelf. The 
atmosphere of the altar is sublime and closed to human scale. The altar room provides 
everyday pray and meditation, and citing the sutra. Semi-outdoor terrace and outdoor 
lawn in the park provide the educational and communicative course about the spiritual 
practice. Sixth, sacred objects, symbolized the protection, power and the sacred. They 
are comprised with god sculptures, god pictures, Buddha bead, the sutra, the sacred 
pictures from the video, sacred incense and sacred light with sacred words. God 
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sculptures and god pictures are the most significant symbols. Facing the sacred ob-
jects, spiritual practitioner can feel the sacred peace and pleasure. Seventh, the rites of 
the festivals are the significant media to communicate with gods and sacred beings. 
The process of the rite usually includes pray with the offerings by using the incense, 
cite the sutra, listen to the musical instruments, and meditate at the same time. Eighth, 
meditation is another popular sacred behavior. Spiritual practitioners sitting on the 
floor, meditate in the front of the small altar or the still corners in the other quiet 
rooms. They usually sense the sacred from their inner spirits. Ninth, sacred communi-
cations from the small group of spiritual practitioners become very significant ways to 
sense the sacred. This paper has provided the preliminary model for the interactive 
media between human and the sacred from some spiritual practitioners. 
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